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Having read that Denis Diderot was an initiator of art
criticism in his ”Salons” and that Charles Baudelaire expressed
his critical views about art in works of the same title, the
writer felt that a thorough study and examination of these two
different ’’Salons" would prove extremely informative and inter¬
esting. Such research would be informative, for it would focus
attention on the lives and contributions of two great French
writers; the project would be interesting, for it would treat a
critical aspect of a fascinating subject—art. It is, therefore,
in view of these points that the writer wishes to probe further
into the critical side of art set forth by Diderot and Baudelaire
in their "Salons" or literary criticisms of the biennial art
expositions hold at the Louvre.
This thesis will contain four chapters. In the first
chapter, which will be of an Introductory nature, the writer
Intends to present a comparison of the lives and backgrounds of
the two writers in an effort to point out similarities or differ¬
ences which may have affected their attitudes toward art.
The second chapter will be devoted entirely to an analy¬
sis of the art criticism of Diderot as revealed in his "Salons."
This chapter will also emphasize the essential points of
Diderot*s esthetic theory and some of the major concepts of art
in which the very soul of his criticism is revealed.
The third chapter will treat Baudelaire as the second
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treated Diderot. The beginning of this chapter, however, will
attempt to indicate briefly the plight of art criticism in
France from the time of Diderot to the period of Baudelaire.
The final chapter will contain a conclusion or summary in
which the ’’Salons” of the two writers will be compared and con¬
trasted. An attempt will also be made to determine whether
Baudelaire was actually influenced by the work of Diderot.
The writer is deeply indebted to the following persons:
Dr. Benjamin P. Hudson, Jr., whose helpful criticism and sugges¬
tions helped to make the completion of this Intellectual effort
a reality; Dr. Thomas D. Jarrett, who introduced the writer to
methods and techniques of literary research and thesis writing;
the members of the library staff, who made the necessary refer¬
ences accessible, and finally the many relatives and friends,
whose words of assurance and encouragement Inspired the writer
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In order to appreciate fully the various aspects of the
artistic theories of Diderot and Baudelaire, one must have some
knowledge of the backgrounds of the two men. One must consider
the time during which they lived, the popular trends of their
day, their conformity or lack of conformity with such trends,
their basic beliefs, their originality, their strengths and
their weaknesses. Thus, it is towards these ends that the
writer begins the discussion of the lives of Denis Diderot and
Charles Baudelaire.
It is interesting how certain words can be peculiar to an
age or a particular era in history; for example, the words
reason, metaphysics, philosophy, ideas—words which suggest the
attitude and spirit of the eighteenth century in France. It is
fitting though that one of the greatest and moat complex phi¬
losophers should be born in such a ’’climate.” Such is the case
with Denis Diderot, who was born to a well-to-do bourgeois
family in 1713 in a little French city called Langre3--a city
noted for its extremes in climatic variation. This climatic
condition has often been blamed for the variety in sentiment and
thought associated with Diderot.
Throughout his childhood, the lad was very fond of his
father, from whom he probably received his firm convictions
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concerning virtue. For some inexplicable reason Diderot does
not mention his mother as having exerted any influence on his
life* This omission may be due to the boy’s high regard for
his father as i»ell as the absence of any fundamental concepts
gained from his mother*
Diderot attended school in Langres, where he was an
excellent student at the College des J^suites* Much later» he
went to Paris, whore he attended college from 1728 to 1732*
In September of 1732 he received, from the University of Paris,
his maTtre-^s-arts.
The next ten years of Diderot’s life are somewhat hazy*
There la no doubt, however, that ho studied law and perhaps
oven theology* This period of his life is commonly referred to
as his bohemian years, for during this span of time his exper¬
iences were quite widespread, ranging from teaching mathematics
to sleeping in stables* Fortunately, this epoch helped mold his
intellectual and philosophical attitudes as well as his spirit
of Independence and freedom* This period also marks his artistic
awakening, for it was at this time that he associated with the
painters Greuze, Vernet and Chardin* It la to be noted that
Diderot often asked these painters questions about composition,
use of colors, effect of light and dark—questions which ho
later asked himself while criticizing the paintings of others.
The next element of concrete evidence on Diderot dates
from 17^» & date which marks his meeting of Antoinette
Champion* This Interlude represents a very Important time in
the life of Diderot, for not only does it lead to his marriage
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to Antoinette, but this same general period marks the beginning
of his friendship with Jean-Jacques Rousseau, a friendship later
dissolved to the regret of both men*
Diderot’s father, who was opposed to his son’s marrying
a poor sewing-maid, exerted every effort to prevent their
marriage. Two years later, however, Diderot and Antoinette
were secretly wed in the church of Salnt-Plerre-aux-Boeufa in
Paris. This was a marriage which was later to cause Diderot
much displeasure, for ho and his wife shared different interests,
and it was impossible for her to appreciate his deep philosoph¬
ical and varied discussions. It was mainly because of this
intellectual incompatibility that Diderot sought contentment and
companionship elsewhere. Thus, he sectored a mistress whose
intellectual development at least was able to provide him a good
companion for conversation.
After a while, the philosopher found much pleastire with
his daughter Ang^lique, whom he almost worshiped. She was his
constant Joy, and her admiration for him was comparable to the
esteem that Diderot held for his own father. Needless to say
Diderot was deeply concerned when his daughter was married many
years later.
All during these years, Diderot, schizoid and often con¬
tradictory in ideas, made a few translations and wrote his
Pensees Philosophiques, but he was yet to arrive at his work of
prime Importance. It is regrettable that a genius such as
Diderot, whose interests and talents were almost innumerable,
lacked the patience and the interest to create a true literary
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maaterplece. With him, writing was a necessary means of clear¬
ing his thoughts.
After having been imprisoned, presiimably for his Lettre
sur les aveugles, Diderot began, with the collaboration of
others, the great task of writing the Encvclop^dle, a work which
is almost synonymous with his name. Little did he know that the
bulk of this herculean task would be his, for later, as pressiires
began to be felt on every side, the other encyclopedists began
to abandon him, and he practically carried the work to completion
alone.
The Enc7clop6die, however, is not the accomplishment to
which the writer’s attention is directed, but it is rather to the
nine ”Salons,” which date from 1759 through 1781* These writings
occTirred for the most part at two-year intervals--the last two
having a greater lapse between them.
Three years after writing his last ”Salon,” Diderot, the
”phlloaophe" of the Age of Reason, was dead. Basically, he had
lived a life marked by hard, work, admirable interests, freedom
of thought and action, a constant concern for virtue and morals,
materialistic philosophy and the Inability to accept religion.
Yet he has been described as a good son, father, husband, friend,
conversationalist by most of those who knew him.
A little more than a century after the birth of Diderot,
there was born in nineteenth century Prance, amid romanticism
and dandyism, Charles Pierre Baudelaire. This Parisian, born
on April 9» 1821, was destined for an extremely troubled,
melancholic and unhappy life. Perhaps the event which affected
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his life most was the death of his father when young Charles was
but six years old* Though his father was very important to
Charles* the youth's greatest attraction was for his mother.
Unfortunately for Baudelaire, his mother remarried, and it was
Impossible from that moment to reconcile the boy and his step¬
father Colonel Auplck. Baudelaire could never equal the expec¬
tations of the colonel, and eventually the restless youth tired
of even trying.
At school Baudelaire, like Diderot, was an excellent
student. Also like Diderot, he resented discipline. For this
reason ho was expelled from the College Louis le Grand in April,
1836. In August of the same year, nevertheless, he was awarded
the bachelor's degree.
For a time Baudelaire led the life of a dandy, a nine¬
teenth century "beatnik,” with some of his literary friends in
Paris. This phase in Baudelaire's development does not seem
too irregular when one considers that it was quite in vogue at
that time for literary men to seek to distinguish themselves from
the common herd of men by some type of Idiosyncrasy or affec¬
tation*
Later, Charles' mother and stepfather, wanting to remove
him from the bohemian existence he was enjoying in Paris,
arranged a voyage to the Indies for him. Charles, however, on
reaching the island of Mauritius, refused to go further. Con¬
sequently,. he returned to Paris and became affiliated with other
literary associates. •
It was also on his return to Paris that he met Jeanne
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Duval, a Negro girl who became almost a goddess for Baudelaire,
for he would often sit on the floor before her and admire her
while smothering her feet with kisses*
Baudelaire, who had been left a substantial Inheritance
by his father, finally became of age, but the young man. Incap¬
able of managing his financial reso\irces, lived so extravagantly
that he had spent approximately half his Inheritance within
eighteen months* Consequently, a consell ludlclalre was given
charge of the rest of the money, and Charles was apportioned
only a certain sura per month*
It Is easy to understand why this arrangement displeased
Baudelaire* He had Incurred numerous debts: furniture bills,
clothing bills, rent and gifts for Jeanne Duval* Baudelaire
tried almost Incessantly to get his consell ludlclalre to agree
to another arrangement, but all efforts were In vain*
tater, the poet, haunted by debts and having contracted
syphilis, sought to gain rabney from his pen* Realizing that It
Is much easier to criticize than to create a work of art,
Baudelaire resorted to criticism* At the same time, he was
writing poems which were later to be published under the title
of Les Fleurs du Mai* Many of these poems were condemned as
filthy, pornographic, blasphemous* A trial resulted because of
the publication of this work, and Baudelaire ultimately had to
pay a fine*
With such a shady reputation attached to his work,
Baudelaire fo\ind It a common thing to be ostracized as a dirty
writer* This fact affected him financially too, for no publishers
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would accept his works. Thus, he gained more debts while still
unable to meet his prior commitments. He was ever promising
his creditors that he was producing a work which would enable
him to pay all his debts—a work which never materialized.
Baudelaire, whose interest in art was practically in¬
herited, sought to satisfy his artistic thirst not only throxagh
his love for pictures during his school years, but also by
developing an association with the painters Delacroix, Manet,
Bolssard and Deroy. On occasions they were present at the same
salons and were often engaged in conversations peculiar to
their common Interest—art. It is also known that Baudelaire
visited the studios of these painters and observed them at work.
So strong were his artistic inclinations that it was almost
Impossible for him to pass the Louvre without entering, and it
is significant to note that the poet also made several sketches
himself.
After a ten-year relationship with Jeanne Duval,
Baudelaire had a platonic affair with the very attractive Madame
Sabatier. The entire situation was ended, however, when Madame
Sabatier offered to complete the relationship in a most ”unpla-
tonlc*' manner. This suggestion on her part drove Baudelaire
from her life.
At intervals Baudelaire wrote articles for papers and
literary pamphlets, but more often he so absorbed himself in
dope and alcohol that he did not complete his assignments in
time for printing, and on occasions, he did not even begin to
write the articles. He did, on the other hand, complete three
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’’Salons” (184.5, 184.6, 1859)» but even with these works he was
unable to extricate himself from his financial difficulties.
After a while, Baudelaire’s mother, who had hoped that he would
do something in life to make her proud of him, joined ranks with
those who considered him base and indecent.
Later, Charles went to Brussels, where he delivered five
lectures, only the first of which brought any noticeable remu¬
neration. While in Brussels, Baudelaire was weakened by his
venereal illness, of which he had thought himself cured. The
poet became weaker and weaker until he could no longer remember
his name. On occasions he would also lose his equilibrium and
fall. In addition, there were times when he had to spend weeks
in bed ravaged by pain.
After the death of the colonel, Baudelaire’s mother came
to see her son after he had been placed in a hospital operated
by nuns. The poet, whose rhythmic speech and verbal eloquence
were now reduced to the two words ”sacre nom,” was unwanted by
the nuns. On his departure they prayed and sprinkled holy
water in an effort to drive away any evil spirit that Baudelaire
may have left behind.
After a few months of apparent Improvement, Baudelaire
began to sink deeper into the throes of his Illness. He suc¬
cumbed in 1867. Seemingly, from the very beginning, the poet
had been doomed to an unhappy and ill-fated existence. Even
when he was in a state of near bliss while reading or translating
Poe, Baudelaire’s happiness was almost nil in comparison with the
misery, unhappiness, unrest and disappointments which were his
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constant companions*
Basically then. It is to be observed that many similar¬
ities exist between the lives of Diderot and Baudelaire* Both
men had strong parental influences: Diderot*8 relationship
with his father, Baudelaire and his mother. In spite of her
negative attitude toward his life and activities* Both writers
had brilliant scholastic careers; both experienced a period of
"free living"; the bohemian years of Diderot and the "dandy
era" of Baudelaire* In addition, the two men had direct experi¬
ences with painters, having developed a friendly association
with some of the moat promising painters of their day* Conse¬
quently, it is because of this acquaintance with men of the art
world, as well as their own appreciation for the esthetic, that
Diderot and Baudelaire were able to present their critical views
on contemporary art in their individual "Salons," which will bo
discussed in subsequent chapters*
CHAPTER II
THE SALONS OP DIDEROT
Art critleism in Prance diirlng the time of Diderot was
not as pronounced as one might be led to believe» for there had
been numerous Tinsuecessful attempts to write ”Salons,” and in
reality, a few mediocre ones had thrived for a short time. It
was, however, more often the case that a few writers wrote short
articles on their art concepts rather than a work as extensive
as a “Salon.” Thus, art criticism as a literary form was prac¬
tically in its Infancy when Diderot, persuaded by his German
friend Grimm, began to write a series of critical views on the
artistic exhibitions of the day. Grimm wanted to include
Diderot’s criticism in a work called Literary Correspondence so
that these views could be distributed throughout central and
northern Europe.^
The first of Diderot’s articles on art dates from 1759*
The “Salons,” totaling nine, were'also written in 1761, 1763#
1765, 1767, 1769# 1771, 177^ and 1781. Por the most part, these
“Salons” had a definite form, for they treated painting,
sculpture and etching in that order. One fea-ture of Diderot’s
”Salons" la the limited space and discussion devoted to the last




two areas: sculpttire and etching. An examination of these
works reveals very few critical comments In these areas. This
fact Is probably due to the paucity of entries In those cate¬
gories. It Is also to be noted that Diderot generally began his
"Salons” with a letter or a few comments to his friend Grimm,
and usually he concluded with a general statement depicting the
value of the entire exhibition.
^After this cursory description of the physical plan of
the "Salons," the writer now moves to Diderot’s esthetic theory,
which is essentially a reflection of the major aspects of his
philosophy. Perhaps the main aspects of his thiorle esthetlque
are best stated by Mornet, who summarizes the philosopher’s
views in this way;
... 11 faut des mattres, des modules. Ces modeles
... sont les Anclens .... La raison ... n’est
pas . . . le guide qui oonvient au poite, au peintre,
au musician, mals le gout* Ce gout • • • n’est pas ...
une chose de caprice* II est aussl vleux que le monde,
I’homme et la vertu. II dolt y avoir une rdgle ^ternelle
et Immuable du beau.
Diderot veut que I’oeuvre d’art solt une creation du
genie ....
Le beau, I'art, le glnle sont ... Inseparables de
la morale.1
The final point of Mornet’s statement, the reference to la
morale, represents a theme that was very dear to Diderot, and
It Is present In most of his writings* Examine, for example, the
advice that he gives in the "Salon of 1767."
^Daniel Mornet, Diderot; L’Homme et 1’Oeuvre (Paris.
19ljl), pp. Ili|.-18.
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Artistes, si vous ^tes jaloux de la durea de vos
ouvrages, Je vous consellle de vous en tenlr aux sujets
honnStes. Tout ce qul prSohe aux hommes la depravation
est fait pour Stre detrultj et d*autant plus surement
dltrult, quo I'ouvrago sera plus parfalt.^
Havens, In discussing the same esthetic theory, adds that
Diderot always felt that the artist "... should dominate the
subject or model through his power of Intuition, and the origi¬
nality of his creative Imagination."^
Another Interesting facet of the esthetic doctrine of
Diderot can be seen, strangely enough. In the critic's regard
for that which was ugly. He maintained that there were no ugly
aspects of nature to the true artist, for such a man could take
the most ordinary and commonplace subject, see beauty In It, and
transform It, through the gift of genius and superior perception.
Into a thing of sheer beauty.^ He contends:
... car la beauty .et la laldeur d'xin objet est toujours
la m^me pour nous, quelque desseln que nous pulsslons
former d'en juger autrement. Un objet desagreable, pour
$tre utile, ne nous en paratt pas plus beau; un bel objet,
pour ^tre nuislble, ne nous paratt pas plus laid.
Proposez-nous le monde entler pour nous contralndre par la
recompense d trouver belle la laldeur, et. lalde la beauti;
ajoutez ^ ce prlx les plus terrlbles menaces, vous n’ap-
porterez aucun changement ^ nos perceptions et au jugement
du sens Interne; votre bouche louera ou bl?lmera. votre
gr^; mala le sens Interne restera incorruptible.^
^Paul Vernl^re (ed.), Diderot: Oeuvres Esthetlques
(Paris, 1959), p. 1+71.
o
Havens, loc. clt.
^Glta May, "Chardin vu par Diderot et par Proust," PMLA,
LXXII (June, 1957), l+08.
^Jules Aasezat (ed.). Oeuvres Completes de Diderot (20
vola.; Paris, 1875-1877), X, 11. All references to the "Salons"
of Diderot, unless otherwise Indicated, will be taken from this
edition of Diderot's works.
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Diderot, whose art concepts were often regarded as
mediocre, but more often looked upon as worthwhile contributions
to the field of literary criticism, felt that art, above all,
must be considered as a means of expression for the personality
of the artist. For this reason, Mornet Informs us that ”...
on cherche dans I’art, non seulement des formes et des couleurs,
mats encore des reflexions, meditations, reveries et emotions.”^
Supporting the idea of meditations, reveries and emotions,
Diderot supplied a keen concept of colors, for he once commented
that it is not merely red, black or white that the artist places
on canvas, it is more than that; it Is the very substance of the
object painted; it is even the air and the light which are taken
up on the tip of the brush and are strategically applied to the
2
painting. Similarly, the philosopher observes that even shadows
have their colors, a point which the layman would not even con¬
sider, more than likely. Kot so, however, with Diderot, who
maintained that the shadow of a red object, for example, should
be Indicated in a variation of red. The same holds true for any
other color.^
A capital and final point which aids in the comprehension
of Diderot’s esthetic theory can be found in an article by May.
This article extols the originality of Diderot in his criticism.
j
Mornet, op. cit«, p. 107*
2
Havens, op. cit., p. 320.
%ay, op. cit., 4l6.
May points out that Diderot had read many critical works about
art, but, unlike other critics, who would be happy to share and
copy the criticisms of someone else, Diderot relied on his own
thoughts and judgment and on the impressions that he himself
received on viewing paintings*^
Thinking in terms of Diderot’s individuality, one feels
that an examination of some of his comments reveals not only his
originality but also the very essence of his art criticism.
These art views will be discussed from seven points of view:
imitation of nature, morality, immorality, realism, mediocrity,
artistic talent, and use of models.
First of all Diderot’s concept of art as an imitation of
nature is twofold. During the first part of his career as a
critic, he maintained the idea of a strict imitation of nature.
During his more mature years, however, he realized that the true
artist presents not so much an imitation of nature but an inter¬
pretation of it—an Interpretation which even surpasses nature in
o
beauty, grandeur, power and majesty.^ The first aspect of his
feeling on the imitation of nature can be observed in the "Salon
of 1761," where the painter Carle Van Loo is criticized for not
Imitating nature as strictly as he should have:
... tous ces objets sont pelnts d’une touche trop douce
et trop uniforms, On ne salt si les rochers sont de la
vapeur ou de la pierre couverte de mousse.
■‘‘Gita May, "Diderot devant la itaagie de Rembrandt," PMLA,
LXXIV (September, 1959), 39il-*
"Charles Guyot, Diderot par lui-m^me (Bourges, 1959),
p. 87.
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Cette pelouse eat trop verte; cette herbe trop molle; cette
caverne eat plut8t I'aaile de deux amanta heureux que la
retraite d’une femme affligee et plnltente.^
On the other hand, Diderot*a more mature idoaa on imitating
nature are revealed in hia “Salon of 1769"!
Toua voient la nature, maia Chardin la voit bien et a’^pui-
ae a la rendre comma il la voit; aon morceau dea Attribute
dea Arta en eat une preuve* Comma la perapective y eat
obaervSeI comma lea objeta y refl8tent lea una aur lea
autreal comme lea maaaea y aont dlcid^eal On ne aait oil
eat le preatige parce qu*ll eat partout.^
The interpretation of nature waa a conatant aource of
Diderot’a praiae for Chardin, i»ho iiaa deacribed by the critic
throughout hia “Salon” aa a great painter, a maater and even a
magician.^ Diderot haatens to inform hia readera that Chardin,
in apite of hia devotion to nature, haa a great degree of origi¬
nality in hia work. Chardin, Diderot adda, underatood the magic
of colora, and he joined thia magic to hia palntinga with admir¬
able akill and extreme truth.^
Diderot’a viewa on the imitation of nature can be aeen
beat in theae worda by the philoaopher himaelf: “Eclalrez voa
objeta aelon votre aolell qui n'eat paa celui de la nature; soyez
le dlaciple de 1’arc-en-ciel, maia n’en aoyez paa I’eaclave.”^
^“Salon of 1761," pp. 109f.
^"Salon of 1769*" XI, 1^.08.
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Gita May, “Chardin vu par Diderot et par Prouat," PMLA.
LXXII (June, 1957), 4o6.
^“Salon of 1761," p. 130.
5 \
Verniere, op. cit., p. 771«
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The second aspect of Diderot's criticism to be treated is
that of his views on morality. It is a truism that Diderot was
constantly plagued by his desire to exalt virtue and morals
while decrying vices. Thus, it is understandable how such moral¬
istic concern infiltrated all aspects of his writing. A shining
example of this concept lies in Diderot's appreciation for two
tableaux of the painter Greuze: Fils ingrat and Le Mauvais
fils puni. Both works, having a moral implication, naturally
gained the complete admiration of Diderot.^ The critic writes:
Tout est entendu, ordonne, caracteris^, clalr dans
ces esquisses, et la douleur, et mSme la faiblesse de la
mire pour un enfant qu'elle a gilte, et la violence du
vieillard, et les actions diverses des soeurs et des petits
enfants, et 1'Insolence de 1'Ingrat, et la pudeur du vleiox
soldat qui ne peut s'empicher de lever les Ipaules de ce
qui se passe; et ce chien qui aboie est un des accessoires
que Greuze salt imaglner par un goiit tout partleuller.^
In addition to Greuze, Diderot also praises Chardin for
the moral lessons found in his paintings. Indeed, the critic
considered these two painters to be the moral regenerators of
art.^
To summarize the critic's views on morals and virtue, one
might simply add the fact that Diderot firmly believed that it
should bo the aim of every honest man who picked up a brush, pen
Andre Lagarde and Laurent Mlchard, Textes et Littirature:
XVIIIe Silcle (Bordas, I961), pp. 22]|f.
^Verniere, op. cit., p. Sk-Q.
3
S. Reinach, Apollo (New York, 1912), pp, 293f*
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or chisel to make virtue likeable and vice despicable*^
The third phase of Diderot’s criticism to which the
writer's attention is directed is the ooncept of Immorality.
This concept, so closely related, yet opposed, to the preceding
one, is almost synonymous with the name of the painter Boucher
in the ’’Salons” of Diderot. To support this observation one has
only to examine the criticism Diderot writes of Boucher’s entries
in a few of the "Salons.” For example, in the "Salon of I763’*
Diderot maintains that "ce maltre a touJours le mSme feu, la meme
facilite, la mSme fecondite, la meme magie et les mSmes defauts
qui g&tent un talent rare."^ This la a unique criticism, for at
first glance it appears that Diderot may be leaning in the direc¬
tion of praise for Boucher, but the last six words indicate quite
the contrary.
A similar evaluation of Boucher’s work la found in the
"Salon of 1765*” where Diderot states:
Je ne sals que dire de cet homme-cl. La degradation du
go(!k.t, de la couleur, de la composition, des caracteres,
de 1’expression, du dessin, a suivi pas k pas la depra¬
vation des moeurs. Quo voulez-vous quo cet artiste
Jette sur la tollo? ce qu’il a dans 1’imagination; ot
que peut avoir dans 1’imagination un homme qui passe sa
vie avec les prostitulos du plus bas Itage?’
It would appear that Diderot’s constant attacks on Boucher
were somewhat unjust, but Diderot himself admitted that Boucher
had a great talent as a painter* It was, nevertheless, a talent
^Lagardo and Mlchard, op. cit.. p. 221.
^"Salon of 1763*" P. 171.
^"Salon of 1765,” p. 256.
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^hlch had been abused or misused by the artist’s incessant
portrayal of pretty, highly decorative, sensuous, nudes.^
Diderot also disliked the Influence of Boucher on the rising
artists of the day--artists sho, imitating Boucher, imitated his
p
i»orst qualities without possessing any of his merits.
What was Diderot’s stand with reference to realism? In
the first place he felt that
• • . the impression of realism should be obtained by
use of trivial circumstances that appear necessarily
true--the artist need only put a wart or a scar oh a
beautiful head to make the ’ideal model’ an everyday
truth.3
Also, on mentioning his fondness for the painting of La
Tour, Diderot affirms that he was caught by the element of reality
in those tableaux. ”They contain the irregularities of nature
itself,” he writes; "flesh and life are in them.”^
He also writes. Inevitably revealing the contradictory
nature of his philosophy, that ”le meilleur tableau n’est qu’tin
tlssu de faussetes qul se couvrent lea unes lea autres.”^
The philosopher’s concept of mediocrity has its founda¬
tion in sensitivity, for he contends that sensitivity is a
^Havens, op. cit., p. 32i^..
^Lagarde and Michard, op. cit.. p. 222.
^Lester G. Crocker, The Embattled Philosopher (East
Lansing, 195^)» P» 191•
havens, loc. cit.
%ita May, ”Chardin vu par Diderot et par Proust,” PMLA,
LXXII (June, 1957), 4-16.
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characteristic of both a good heart and a mediocre talent or mind.^
It is interesting to note that he criticizes himself i»ith that
comment, for he often referred to himself as the most sensitive
o
soul Nature ever formed* Though he often criticized painters
for their lack of genius, it is in the ”Salon of I761” where ho
seems to give vent to his hatred of mediocrity. Of M. Juliart, a
pupil of Boucher, he states ”on ne dit rien des paysages de M.
Juliart.”^ Similarly, he describes Parrocel*s entry as being
. si falble, et d'invention et de dessln et de couleur.”^
Finally, he says of Guerin: ”Je ne sals ce que c'est que les
petits tableaux de M. Guerin.
Just as ardently as he deplumed artists of mediocrity,
Diderot exalted those of talent. For example, observe the
following passage which indicates his appreciation of the talent
of Deshays:
... Deshays me rappelle les temps de . . . Le Suetir et
des grands artistes du sidcle pass6. II a de la force
et de I'austlrit^ dans sa couleur; il imagine des choses
frappantes; son imagination est pleine do grands
caract^res; qu’lls solent 'k lui ou ou'il les ait
ompr\mtls des maltres qu'll a Studies, 11 eat aur qu'il
salt se lea approprier, et qu’on n'est pas tent^, en
regardant sea compositions, de 1'assurer de plagiat. La
scene vous attache et vpus touche; elle est grande,
pathltlque et violente.®
Though Diderot praises other painters for their artistic ability.
^Crocker, op. cit., p. 193« ^Ibid.
^'’Salon of 1761," p. 137. ^Ibid.. p. lip..
^Ibid., p. 144.
^"Salon of 1761," p. 123.
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particularly Greuze, Chardin, Vernet and Vien, he expresses him¬
self with no more ardor and ecstasy than in his Judgments,
cited above, on Deshays.
The final element of Diderot’s criticism that the writer
will discuss is that of the use of models* Diderot felt, for the
most part, that artists should naturally study the works of the
great painters of the past, for much could be learned from such
study. He did not believe, however, that one should seek to
imitate the masters; one should paint rather according to the
dictates and perception of his own originality. Diderot’s great¬
est concern for the compositions of the masters was his use of
their tableaux to measure the inferiority of the works of many of
his unfortunate contemporaries who submitted entries to the art
exhibits.^
Hence, one observes the many sides of Diderot’s criticism
of art—the diversities and complexities pecular to his own
philosophy of life. Yet his esthetic thinking does not altogether
lack unity, for he is constantly concerned with beauty which can
bo inspired by nature, talent refined and groomed through hard
work, and moral goodness in man. Having explored so many areas
of art criticism, Diderot, as may bo expected, was influential
on the art concepts of writers and critics to follow him;
especially was this the case with the poet-critic Charles
Baudelaire.
1
Havens, op. cit., p. 327•
CHAPTER III
THE BAUDELAIREAN SALONS
After the time of Diderot, the “Salon" as a literary form
passed through a rather mediocre developmental stage before reach¬
ing the period of Baudelaire* Indeed, the critics between Diderot
and Baudelaire were not even worthy of comparison with either of
(
the two writers, for, according to Gilman, •
the professional smd technical criticism of Gustave
Blanche, the honest but narrow criticism of Dellcuze,
with its reiteration of *ce n'est pas un tableau,* the
picturesque and often overenthuslastlc criticism of
Gautier, the high-minded utilitarian ^Salons' of
Thore • . . , the anecdotal *Salons’ of Champfleury,
all seem remote from us.^
Accepting Gilman’s view that the predecessors were not of
the same calibre as Baudelaire, one is naturally inclined towards
an examination of Baudelaire’s "Salons" in an effort to determine
that which la "extra" or "outstanding" in them. Baudelaire wrote
a very small number of "Salons," only three as matter of fact:
l81j.5» I8I4.6, 1859* This fact seems to Indicate that a smaller
area of criticism is to be covered* This assumption, however, is
not true, for Baudelaire was not content to criticize merely the
tableaux and the painters, but his criticism was more universal
in scope* Thus, he may be thought of as a critic of painting
rather than a critic of painters, and though his "Salon of 184-5”




malntalna the conventional system, he begins to move towards the
more general aspects of criticism,^
On observing the format of the ”Salons” of Baudelaire as
compared with those of Diderot, the writer is eager to determine
whether differences will also be found in the esthetic theory
and art criticism as well» Baudelaire’s esthetic doctrine pre¬
sents a varied mass of ideas and theories which at times are
almost as contradictory as some of the views of Diderot. First,
let us look at his general views on art. Using Bedler and
Hazard as o^lr source, we learn that to Baudelaire
... I'art n’avalt d'autre oblet que de peindre la 'vie
moderne,* sous une forme exasperee, la vie telle que la
vivait un petit nombre de gens de lettres et d'artistes,
enfiSvr^s par la recherche du nouveau et 1’amour du
bizarre. II se reclame de Delacroix et de Balzac; 11
affirme que le vral peintre de la vie moderne ce sera
celui ’qui saura arracher k la vie actuelle son c8te
iplque, et nous falre voir et comprendre comblen nous
sommes grands et po^tlques dans nos cravates et nos bottes
vernles . . . .^
Baudelaire further felt that Parisian life was filled with in¬
spiration and marvelous subjects and that it was a pity that his
contemporaries, unable to recognize this modern beauty, sought
to find it in the works of past centuries.^
Another prime point of Baudelaire's esthetic theory con¬
cerns his appreciation for the bizarre. As a matter of fact, ho
advocates that that which is beautiful is always striking or
^Ibid., p. 19.
2 ✓
Joseph Bedier and Paul Hazard, Hlstoire de la litterature
francaise lllustrle (2 vols.; Paris, 192i|.), II, llfO.
^Ibid.
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astonishing. It would be absurd, however, to consider as
beautiful everything that la astonishing.^
Supporting Baudelaire’s rather odd concept of beauty,
Sartre agrees that ”la beaute chez Baudelaire est toujours par-
tlculi^re. Ou plutSt . • • c’est un certain dosage d’indlvlduel
et d’eternity, o\i I’^ternite se laisse entrevoir derriire
I
I’lndividuel.”^
In essence then, one observes a type of strange, harmon¬
ious concept of beauty in Baudelaire’s ’’Salons.” Yet one learns
from Starkle that
... search for beauty, aspiration towards beauty, was
the main preoccupation of Baudelaire’s mature life, and
for him beauty was essentially a spiritual reality, of
which the manifestations here on earth were only symbols,
imperfect symbols.’
The critic’s odd concept of beauty is also evident in these lines
from his poem titled ’’Hymme a la Beaut^”:
Que tu viennes du ciel ou de I’enfer, qu’lmporte,
0 Beaut61 monstre ^norme, effrayant, ing^nul
Si ton ciel, ton sourls, ton pied, m’ouvrent la porte
D’un Infinl que j’aime et n'al Jamals connu?
De Satan ou de Dieu, qu’lmporte? Ange ou Slr^ne,
Qu’importe, si tu rends, —fie aux yeux de velours,
Rhythme /sicj parfiim, lueur, 6 mon xinlque reinei— •
L'univers moins hideux et les instants molns lourds?^
Plllx-Prancois Gautier (ed.). Oeuvres Completes de
Charles Baudelaire (1$ vols.; Paris, 1918-1937)» V, 239• All
references to the "Salons” of Baudelaire, unless otherwise
Indicated, are taken from volume 5 of this edition.
p
Jean-Paul Sartre, Baudelaire (/Paris/# 1947)# P- 211.
o
Enid Starkle, Baudelaire (London, 1957)# P* 295*
^Charles Baudelaire, Lea Fleurs du Mai (Montreal, I9I4.6),
p. 26
2k.
Having looked briefly at Baudelaire’s esthetic theory,
ne now direct our attention to various areas of his criticism.
These areas will be the same as those treated In the discussion
of the "Salons” of Diderot, that Is, imitation of nature, moral¬
ity, immorality, realism, mediocrity, artistic talent and the
use of models.
On the Imitation of nature, Baudelaire expresses his Ideas
I quite clearly, for, opposing such imitation, he believes that
• • • the only part that nature could play which was of
any value was that of stimulus . . • for the artist. In
bringing out what was deep in himself In a latent state.
In a desire to wipe out the convention of belief In
the beauty of natural things, he was often led to write
paradoxically in favor of artificiality, and even of
artifice. Believing that the function of art was not to
imitate nature, or to reform her, but to do better what
she had often only hastily conceived, he devoted a whole
chapter to Ihe significance of make-up in women, not
because it simulated the freshness of youth, but because
It altered and improved what nature had roughly executed.^
Much has been written about Baudelaire’s views on morality.
Moat of the authorities agree that he felt that the preaching of
morals belonged to some area other than that of art.^ In like
manner, Peyre reveals the following information:
• • • /Baudelalr^ ne bralta pas de peinture en morallste,
en litterateur, ou en virtuose de la broderie chatoyante
ou de I’adjectif descriptlf. TouJours il respects I’auto-
nomle de la^pelnture et s'efforca de se soumettre aux lols
de cet art.-^
^Ibld.. p. 29k*
^Pascal Pla, Baudelaire par lui-m^e (BOurges, I961), p. 8.
3
Henri Peyre, Connalsaance de Baudelaire (Paris, 1951)»
p. 14^6.
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The poet-critic reveals another aspect of his moral views
on painting In the ’’Salon of I8I4.6.” Here he states, while judg¬
ing a tableau by Delacroix, that
c'est non seulement la douleur qu’il salt le mleux
exprimer, mala surtout ... la douleur morale I Cette
haute et s^rleuse m^lancolle brllle d’un 4clat morne,
mSme dans sa couleur, large, simple, abondante en masses
harmoniques . * . mais plaintive et profonde ....
C'est vralment 1^ ce qui fait 1'importance de sa
grandeur.^
The best allusion to immorality can be fotind in
Baudelaire's ’’Salon of 1859*” Here, it is a question of an entry
of M. Pr4miet, which entry was rejected. This circumstance pro¬
vides us with the opportimity to receive the rare judgment of
Baudelaire on a work which he did not even see, for it never
reached the art exposition. The entry, titled L'Orangoutang
entralnant une femme au fond des bois« was rejected because of
the suggestions which the public could easily make with reference
to the work. Baudelaire asks the following:
Pourquoi pas hn crocodile, un tlgre, ou toute autre bSte
, susceptible de manger une femme? Non pasl songez bien
qu'll ne s'agit pas de manger, mais de violer. Or le
singe seul, le singe gigantesque, a la fois plus et moins
qu'un homme, a manifest! quelquefois un appltlt humaln
pour la femme .... 'll I'entralnej saura-t-elle resls-
ter?' telle est la question que se fera tout le public
f!mlnin .... le jury s'est bien conduit en repoussdint
ce vilain drame.^
In addition the critic reveals his ideas on immorality in paint¬
ing in his criticism of M. Hebert. This painter had just painted
^’’Salon of l8ij.6,” p. 110.
^’’Salon of 1859PP* 322f.
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a pictxire of a very seductive woman when Baudelaire made the
following critical comment; ”Malheureuaernent ce qul fit sa
Juste notoriete fera peut-etre un Jo\ir sa dlcadence*^
Following Baudelaire's delving into the realms of immo¬
rality, one moves to his ideas of realism or ’’true-to-lifeness.”
In this connection Baudelaire praises the painter Guys, whom the
poet referred to as the ”peintre moderne.” It was almost as if
Baudelaire's prayer had been answered when Guys came along and
began to depict the reality of contemporary life. Guys, through
a systematic technique, sought to portray life only after observ¬
ing it. Consequently, his plctural expressions are filled with
the reality of his observationa--or at least with pictorial
2
symbols representing this reality.
Leaving the concept of reality, one enters the domain of
mediocrity. Hero Baudelaire cautions that ”... tout ce qui
n'est pas de la perfection devralt se cacher ot que tout ce qui
n'est pas sublime est inutile et coupable.”^ He also writes the
following criticism of the mediocrity in a painting by Vernet;
Cette pelnture afrlcaine est plus froide qu'une belle
Joum^e d'hiver. Tout y est d'une blanchour et d'une
clarti d^sesp^rantes. L'xxnitI, nulle; mala une foule de
petites anecdotes lnteres3antes,--un vaste panorama de
cabaret;—en general, ces portes de decorations sont
divlsees on mani^re de compartiments ou d'actes, par \in
arbre, \xne grande montagne, une caverno, etc . . . . M.
Horace Vernet a suivi la mime m^thodo; grSce a cette
^Ibid.. p. 282.
2
Gilman, op. clt., p. 1^2.
^”Salon of 1859," P« 328.
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m4thode de feuilletoniste, la mlmoire du spectateur
retrouve sea jalons« k savoir! tin grand chameau, lea
blchea, une tente; • • . —vraiment c’eat une douletir
que de voir un homme d’eaprit patauger dana 1’horrible.
... Vernet n’a done jamaia vu lea Rubena, lea Vlron^ae,
lea Tintoreta, lea Jouvenet, morbleul^
Though no other direct referencea Here found degrading mediocrity
in painting, Baudelaire’a conatant concern for perfection aaaurea
ua that he can be aatiafied with nothing leaa.
A different, though related, aapect of Baudelaire’a
crlticiam which further atrengthena our knowledge of the critic’a
diaguat for mediocrity is hia praiae of paintera with groat
artiatie talent. For example, on one of the many occaaiona when
he apoke favorably of hia painter-friend Delacroix, he atatea
that the painter
... retrouve dana aea tableaux co qu'il aent au plua
profond do lui-mSme: une melancolle aingulidro et
opinittre, ... la douleur humaine, ... la celebration
do quolque myatSro douloure\axj . . . un parfiim de mauvaia
lieu qui noua guide aaaez vite vera lea llmbea Inaondla
de la triatoase.^
Similarly, one aeea Baudelaire*a appreciation for Ingrea, Corot,
Daumier, Manet and Goya—all painters of auperior talent.^
The poet finally Illustrates the extent of his praise and
admiration for the painter of talent in hia ”Salon of l81j.5»” his
worst ”Salon'’ oddly enough. Baudelaire, judging an entry of
Pleury, writes:
Au total, M. Robert Floury eat toujours et sera longtemps
^"Salon of l8i^.5*" p. l5.
^Bldier and Hazard, loc. cit.
^Ibid.
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un artiste Eminent, dlatlngu^j chercheur, a qul 11 ne
manque qu’un millimetre ou qu*un milligramme de n’lmporte
quol potir §tre un beau gSnle.^
Such criticism reveals that In Baudelaire's sight the distinc¬
tion between the painter of genius and the one of talent la
almost nil«
The final treatment of criticism as seen In Baudelaire's
"Salons” Is directed to hla views regarding the use of models.
The critic writes In the "Salon of l8i^.5" of the artist Decamps,
who used the old masters as his guide and model,,and though
Baudelaire Is basically opposed to the use of models, he admits
approvingly that . . . M. Decamps a fait du Raphael et du Poussin.
^Ehf mon Dleul oul. « . , Jamals Imitation ne fut mleux
dlsslmul4e nl plus savante, 11 est blen permls, 11 est louable
d'lmlter alnsl." Obviously, the unbending critic Baudelaire
even recognized the merits of a Job well done, even though the
accomplishment of the task was not In line with the critic's
views.
Presenting the other side of his concept of the use of
models, one observes this extract from the "Salon of 1859”^
L'artlste, le vral artiste . . . ne dolt pelndre que
selon qu'il volt et qu'll sent. II dolt §tre r^elle-
ment fiddle sa propre nature. II dolt 4vlter comme
la mort d'emprunter les yeux et les sentiments d'un
autre homme, si grand qu'll soltj car alors les pro¬
ductions qu'll nous donneralt seralent, relatlvement
^ lul, des mensonges, et non des r^allt^s.3
^"Salon of 184.5,” p. 30.
^Ibld.. p. 26.
^"Salon of 1859»" P* 24-5.
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Hence, our examination of Baudelaire's ’’Salons” reveals
that the poet of misery and torment showed himself to be an art
critic of rare sensitivity. He was not annoyed by the literary
or artistic prejudices of others. After being exposed to
painters, theories, expositions, and critics, he was able to
formulate his own views on the nature of art criticism with
reference to the beautiful, the moral, the immoral, the bizarre,
the mediocre and the talented. It la admirable that, though he
stood alone in many of his critical Judgments, his major criti¬
cisms are still valid even today.
Now that Baudelaire’s "Salons” have been submitted to the
same type of examination as those of Diderot, one is anxious to
determine the similarities and differences existing between the
works of the two men--slmilarities and differences in theories,
in criticism, in ’’Salon” structure or format. These areas of
concern lead one to the final phase of this w6rk--the comparison
of the "Salons” of the two art critics.
CHAPTER IV
THE TWO SALONS COMPARED
A thorough examination of the ’’Salons” of Diderot and
those of Baudelaire reveals many similarities and differences*
For example, Diderot began his’’Salons?’with Introductory com¬
ments to his friend Grimm, to whom the writings were sent.
Observe these lines from the Introductory section of the "Salon
of 1763”:
Pour deerire un Salon a mon gre et au vStre, savez-
vous • • • ce qu*il faudralt avoir? Toutos les sortes
de godt, un coeur sensible & tous les charmes, une ^me
susceptible d'une infinlte^d’enthousiasmes dl^ferents,
une varilt^ de stylo qui repondlt S la variete des pin-
ceaux; pouvoir ttro grand ou voluptueux avec Doshays,
simple et vrai avec Chardin, dllicat avec Vlen, pathetlque
avec Greuze, produire toutes les illusions possibles avec
Vemet • . .
On the other hand, Baudelaire, who addressed his "Salons” to the
bourgeoisie, states his intentions in the following manner:
Nous parlerons de tout ce qui attire les yeux de la
foule et des artistes;—la conscience do notre metier
nous y oblige. --Tout ce qui platt a une raison de plalre,
et m4priser les attroupements de ceux qui s'^garent n'est
pas le moyen de les ramener oii ils devraient etre. ^
Notre m§thode de discoTJrs cons1stera s Implement a
diviser notre travail en tableaux d'hlstolre et portraits
--tableaux de genre et paysages, sculpture, gravures et
dessins, et ^ ranger les artistes suivant l^grdrs et le
guide que leur a assignis I’estlme publique.^
Continuing along the line of the structure of the two
Diderot, "Salon of 1763," P* 160,
^Baudelaire, "Salon of l8l|.5»" p. 15*
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"SalonsKe observe an Interesting likeness, for all the
"Salons" of Diderot have the same form except two: those of
1769 and 1775« The former Is different from the others In
that It Is written In epistolary form, and each of the letters
treats a different aspect of the art exposition of that year*
The latter, however. Is imlque, for It marks the appearance of
Salnt-<iuentln, a character who accompanies Diderot through the
Louvre and comments about the paintings. Often he and Diderot
disagree, ‘but no solution Is reached. One Immediately thinks
of the duality of the personality of Diderot and surmises that
this character represents another manlsfestatlon of the phi¬
losopher's schizoid tendencies, especially since there are no
documents to support these "Salon" conversations of Diderot and
Salnt-Quentln.
Similarly, Baudelaire's "Salons" are not all the same,
for his first one (1845) Is written In the form of most of those
of Diderot, that Is, a palnter-by-palnter description of all
entries In the art exhibition. Baudelaire's second "Salon,"
however. Is treated differently: the poet divides the "Salon"
Into general sections and discusses the artists and their works
In light of these general headings. Some of the topics which
he uses for his grouping are: 1^ couleur. la critique, le por¬
trait. 1'hirolsme de la vie moderne and quelques desslnateurs.
His final "Salon" is developed In the same manner.
There Is another facet of the "Salons" where one can
determine resemblances In structure: both Diderot and Baude¬
laire conclude their "Salons" with a summary which contains
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their general opinion of the entire exposition. Summarizing
the ’’Salon of 1759*" Diderot writes:
Nous avona beaucoup d‘artistes, peu de bons, pas
un excellent, ils choisissent de beaox sujets, mais la
force le\ir manque. Ils n’ont ni esprit, nl 6llvatlon,
ni chaleur, ni imagination. Presque tous p^chent par
le colorls. Beaucoup de dessin, point d'idSe,^
Fortunately, his comments on the ’’Salon of 1761” were much more
favorable; he Indicates: ’’Jamals nous n’avons eu un plus beau
Salon. Presque aucun tableau absolument mauvais; plus de bona
que de mSdiocres, et un grand nombre d’excellents."^
As for Baudelaire, the poet summarizes his ”Salon of
184.5” in this way:
Le Salon, en somme, ressemble ^ tous lea salons prece¬
dents, sauf 1’arrives aoudalne, Inattendue, ^clatante de
M. William Haussoulller, et quelques tr^s belles choaea,
des Delacroix et des Decamps. Du rests constatons que
tout le monde peint de mieux en mleux, ce qui nous paratt
disolant; mais d*invention, d'id^es, de temp/rament, pas
d'avantage qu’avant.^
Though his observations are encouraging for the works displayed
in the ”Salon of l845>” liis criticism of the ”Salon of 1859” is
of a different vein. Here he declares that ” . . . en r^sum/,
beaucoup de pratique et d’habiletl, mais tree peu de g^niel
C’est ce que tout le monde dit. sSlasl je auia d’accord avec
tout le monde.
Moving from the structure and format of the ”Salons” of
^Diderot, ”Salon of 1759»” P- I03.
Siderot, ”Salon of I761,” p. I5l.
^Baudelaire, ”Salon of 1845,” p. 75»
^Baudelaire, ”Salon of 1859»” P» 329*
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the ti»o writers, one wishes to compare their methods of criti¬
cism. According to Lagarde and Mlchard,
Diderot mesure la beaute d*uno oeuvre, comme la valeur,
morale d*un acte \ l*lntensitl de son Emotion. H insists
sur le pathitique de la sc^ne beaucoup plu^ que sur l*art
du pelntre. II veut Stre attendri, effraye, bouleverse*
Ce critire est trSs peu sur et Diderot commet alors des
fautes de goSt caractirlsees. D'autre part 11 Stabllt
entre I’art et la morale des rapports abuslfs et d*allleurs
contradlctolres
While the criticism of Diderot Is constantly colored by
the "moral tag," Baudelaire sees the art critic In a more lit¬
erary light:
• • • Baudelaire is thinking first of all of criticism as
closely allied to poetry, as the translation of an exper¬
ience. Properly speaking, criticism—by which Baudelaire
means the reasoned analysis of the aesthetic experience,
the judgment of the work of art, the deduction of rules
and standards—should be partial, exclusive, yet broad in
Its implications.
i
. . . Baudelaire believes that a crlterlum for the critic
can and should be found; but he realizes already that It
must be a generous and comprehensive one. Later on a wider
experience leads him to the conclusion that experience be¬
ing the touchstone by which any system must be judged, no
system Is comprehensive enough to cover the Infinitely
varied forms of beauty that life has to offer.^
Another Important side of the critical concepts of the two
men can be drawn from their references to the great masters. May,
a writer who has done extensive research on the art criticism of
Diderot and Baudelaire, writes the following views about the
"Salons" of Diderot:
Dans ses "Salons" et essals critiques, Diderot Stabllt
volontlers des comparalsons entre les tableaux de
Lagarde and Mlchard, op. cit.. p. 221.
I
Gilman, op. clt.. p. i|..
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contemporains qu’il se propose d’evaluer et les chefs-
d'oeuvre des grands maltres du passe qul avaient traite
des themes slmllalres. Et ces f^condes confrontations
iconographlques entre les ^coles et les styles les plus
divers font partis Integrants de ses methodes critiques.^
It Is also necessary to disclose that May points out In the
same article Diderot's preference for Raphael and Rembrandt as
2
favorites among the old masters.
Perhaps the most Illustrative reference to the great
painters, those of the past as well as those of Baudelaire's day,
la found In one of hla poems entitled ”Lea Phares":
Rubens, fleuve d'oubll, jardln de la paresse,
Orelller de chair fratche oSi I'on ne peut aimer.
Mala ou la vie afflue et s'aglte sans cease,
Comme I'alr dans le del et la mer dans la mer;
Leonard do Vinci, mlrolr profond et sombre,
Ou des anges charmanta, avec un doux sourls
Tout ehargi de myst^ro, apparalssont k 1'ombre
Des glaciers et des pins qul ferment leur pays;
Rembrandt, trlste hSpltal tout rempll de murmurea,
Et d'un grand crucifix decor^ seulement,
0^ la prldre en pleura s'exhale des ordures,
Et d'un rayon d'hiver traverse brusquement;
Michel-Ange, lieu vague ou I'on volt des Hercules
Se m§lor a des Christs, et se lever tout droits
Dos fantomes puissants qul dans les cripuscules
DSchiront leur suaire en Itirant leura doigts;
Goitres do boxeur, impudences do faune,
Tol qul aus ramasser la beaute des goujats.
Grand coeur gonflo d'orguell, homme deblle et jaune,
Puget, m^lancolique empereur des forjats;
Watteau, ce carnaval ou blen des coeurs lllustres,
Comme des paplllons, errent en flamboyant,
Decors frais et iSgers eclairl’s par des lustres
^Gita May, "Diderot dovant la magle de Rembrandt," PMLA,
LXXIV (September, 1959)» 387-
^Ibld.. p. 391*
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Qul versent la folia a ce bal tournoyant;
Goya, cauchemar plain de choaes Inconnues,
De foetus qu’on fait cuire au milieu dea sabbats,
De vlelllea au mlroir et d'enfants toutea nues.
Pour tenter lea dimons ajustant bien leurs baa}
Delacroix, lac de sang hante dea mauvais angea,
Ombrage par un bois de sapins touJours vert,
0{!L sous un del chagrin, dea fanfares Stranges
Passent, comme un souplr StouffI de Weber;
Ces maledictions, ces blasphemes, ces plaintes,
Ges extases, ces cris, ces pleurs, ces Deum,
Sont un Scho redlt par mille labyrlnthes;
C'est pour lea coeurs mortals un dlvln opiuml
C’est un cri repete par mille sentlnelles,
Un ordre renvoye par mille porte-volx;
C'est un phara allumS sur mille eitadelles,
Un appel de chasseurs perdus dans lea grands boisl
Car c’est vraiment. Seigneur, le mellleur tlmolgnage
Que nous puisslona donner de notre dlgnite
Que cat abdent sanglot qui roule d’age en age
Et vient mourlr au bord de votre Sternitll^
This poem indicates Baudelaire's conception of the role of the
artist as well as his attitude towards the great artist. It
depicts the painter as a beacon ever shedding light on the path
of mankind. The beauty of the poem lies in the fact that
Baudelaire, through his poetic genius, has painted pictures with
words. These word pictures cause one to experience sensations
which are comparable to those felt when one actually sees a
painting by one of the artists included in the poem.^ Baudelaire's
views on the beautiful and the Ideal are also visible in some
^Charles Baudelaire, Lea Fleurs du Mai (Montreal, 19^1-6),
pp, 13-15.
^Andre Lagarde and Laurent Michard, Textes et Litterature;
XIXe Si^cle (Paris, 1962), p. 432,
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of his other poems; noteworthy are ”Le Masque," "La Beaut^," and
"L'ld^al."^
There is also an aspect of the "Salons" of Diderot and
Baudelaire which we shall call la, digression* This "change of
subject" Is a quality which Diderot, more often than Baudelaire,
uses quite freely, for he often begins a long "sermon" on morals
or drama or some other phase of literature;
He cannot • • • dissociate art from literature, and
Insists that the subject and the composition must satisfy
the reason. Just like any tragedy* He compares color to
stylo in literature, and thinks that both arts must obey
similar principles of order* In criticism, he always
asks first of the picture, *What does it mean? Where la
its interest?’ And he is likely to set down a comment
such as this: ’Beautiful, very beautiful composition,
beautiful poem; affliction, sadness, sorrow rush towards
your soul from all sides*’ Diderot has, it may be con¬
cluded, little appreciation of the esthetic experience
in itself, divorced from the other emotions it may pro¬
duce* His Judgments are consequently often poor*^
Baudelaire, in one of his moments of digression, discusses
Victor Hugo and romanticism;
Voilli les demilres ruines de I’ancien romantisme,
—vollll ce que c’est que de venir dans xin temps o\3 11
est reyu de crolre que 1’inspiration auffit et remplace
le reste; --voilk I’abTme oil m^ne la co\arse d^sordonnle
de Mazeppa* —C’est M* Victor Hugo qul a perdu M*
Boulanger, --apris en avoir perdu tant d’autres, —c’est
le podte qui a fait tomber le pelntre dans un fosse* Et
pourtant M* Boulanger peint convenablement, * * * mals
ou diable a-t-11 pris son brevet de peinture d’hlstoire
et d'artiste insplr^? est-ce dans les prefaces ou les
odes de son illustre ami?3
In addition to the tangents of the two writers, one can
^Baudelaire, op* cit*, pp* 22-21}.*
'^Crocker, op* cit*, p* 19l|-«
^Baudelaire, "Salon of 181}.5," p. 32*
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observe other areas where the Ideas of the critics seem to be
parallel. It has already been pointed out that both disliked
mediocrity, both felt that nature must be Interpreted rather
than imitated, both recognized the value of moderate use of
models. Both writers also expressed very definite Ideas regard¬
ing morality and immorality. Accepting these likenesses, one
seeks to establish other relationships.
With reference to works that the two critics appreciated
especially, one sees that they are both given to verbosity;
while on the other hand, they are prone to dismiss with a brutal
sentence or phrase any painting which they disliked or considered
mediocre. One notices that both critics devote much space to
their favorite painters: Diderot to Greuze and Chardin;
Baudelaire to Delacroix and Guys.
Seeking other parallels between the ”Salons” of Diderot
and Baudelaire, one encounters a rather Interesting situation,
for according to Gilman, most of Baudelaire’s technical criticism
seems to come directly from the painter Delacroix. There are
elements of similarity between Stendhal and Baudelaire. The
interesting thing about the entire matter is that Stendhal was
as ardent a reader and admirer of Diderot as was Delacroix of
Diderot and Stendhal. Such interplay of admiration lends itself
to a typo of deeply entangled area of influence* Thus, it is
often Impossible to determine which of the gentlemen exerted what
degree of influence on the other.^
Gilman, .op* cit., pp. i|.Of.
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Gilman also suggests a comparison of certain sentences
from the "Salons” of Diderot and Baudelaire. Prom the works of
Diderot we extract these samples: "0 mon ami, la mauvalse
choseor "Le reste^ c'est de la couleur, de la toile» et du
temps perdu.and "Si vous ^tes curle\ix de visages de plfitre,
11 faut regarder les portraits de Drouals.”^ These sentences
are to be compared with the following ones from the "Salons" of
Baudelaire: "Tous leurs tableaux sont tr^s-blen faits, tres-
bien pelnts, et tr^s monotones comme manlere et choix de sujets"
and "Jacquand fabrique touJours du Delaroche, vlngtleme
quallte."^
Gilman goes on to point out other comparisons in thought
and ideas which are traceable to Diderot. For example^ the
author compares this passage from Baudelaire’s "Salon":
"R^fl^chlr devant ce tableau combien une peinture excessivement
savante et brlllante de couleur peut rester froide quand elle
manque d’un temperament partleuller."^ with this one from the
"Salons" of Diderot: "II y a entre le merlte du falre et le
merite de I’ldeal, la difference de ce qui attache lea yetix, et
de ce qui attache I’Sme."^
Though a century separates the "Salons" of Diderot from
those of Baudelaire, many critics have been concerned with the
^Ibid., p. I|.l. ^Ibid.




problem of Influence of the philosopher on the poet* An allu¬
sion is made to this point in the article by May, who notes that
“before Baudelaire, Diderot had granted a major importance to
the concept of ’naivete,* which he considers as quite necessary
to every thing which is very beautiful."^ Supporting this same
view. Havens holds that
more significantly, the youthful Baudelaire, not yet
recognized as a poet, rejecting the commonplaces of
contemporary journalism, fovind support in Diderot for
brushing aside mediocrity with a few frank, blxint words
Not only does Havens indicate the general reference to Diderot
and his influence on Baudelaire, but the author also asserts
that
particularly in Baudelaire’s first Salon of l8i|.5 and to
a lesser degree progressively In those of l8ij.6 and of
1859> ’"'a ®ay ae®» In addition to the profoimd influence
of Delacroix, the clear evidence of Diderot’s impact
upon the younger man’s style and some of his basic stand¬
ards of judgment, i
Thus Diderot left a vigorous Impress on the newly
developing field of art criticism. Once again he had
revealed the astonishing richness of his many-sided
genius,3
Another circumstance which suggests a similarity between
the "Salons" arises from the fact that Baudelaire once asked his
friend Champfleury to compare his "Salons" with those of Diderot.
The findings of Champfleury, though stated in general terms.
Indicate the following: "Ce petit volume est une curloaite, une
excentricit^, une v^rit^. M. Baudelalre-Dufays est hard!
^Glta May, "Diderot devant la magle do Rembrandt," PMLA,
LXXIV (September, 1959)» 395*
^Havens, op. clt., pp. 327f,
^Ibid., p. 328.
k.0
comme Diderot, molna le paradoxe . . .
Vitu, another of Baudelaire's contemporaries, agrees
with Champfleury, for ho praises Baudelaire by presenting the
following appraisal of the '’Salon of 181^.5”:
Ces 80 pages d'un critique hler inconnu ont vlvement
impressions les artistes • • • • II /Baudelair97 possdde
los allures franches, nalves, la bonhomie cruolle de
Diderot • • • • M* Baudelalre-Dufays n’a pas encore
arrSte sa forme llttSraire.^
Even though most authorities refer to the classic example of
Diderot's Influence on Baudelaire, perhaps the most significant
indication of Baudelaire's familiarity with the "Salons” of
Diderot has come from the pen of Baudelaire himself* The poet
states in his "Salon of 1846":
Je recommande a ceux que mes pieuses eolSres ont du
parfois scandaliser la lecture des "Salons" de Diderot*
Entre autres examples de charltS bien entendue, ils y
verront que ce grand phllosophe, propos d'un peintre
qu'on lui avait recommand^, parce qu'il avalt du monde
k nourrir, dlt qu'il faut abolir les tablea^lx ou la
famine.^
Hence, from most indications it appears that the "Salons"
of Diderot are more subjective in tone than those of Baudelaire*
Diderot's critical writing, though more vol\imlnous, seems more
limited in scope, for he tends to deal for the most part with
artists of eighteenth century Prance* This is not the case,
however, with Baudelaire, who, though more restricted in the
number of "Salons" written, is nevertheless more extensive in
^William Thomas Bandy, Baudelaire Judged by His Con¬
temporaries—184^-1867 (New York, 1933)» P» 13*
^Ibid*
^Baudelaire, "Salon of 1846," p* 159«
that which he did write; he treats with equal concern both
contemporaries and masters of old#^ Thus, despite his borrow¬
ings from others--especially Delacroix, Diderot and Stendhal--
Baudelaire showed himself to be an art critic of rare sensitivity
—not annoyed by literary prejudices, completely disposed to
understanding of the subject, of color, of sketching. He had
frequented the studios, listened to the artists and thought about
all he had heard and seen; when he spoke of color, he saw nothing
but a palette; he knew that color created harmony, emotion, the
p
very music of painting.
The writer's examination of the "Salons” of Diderot and
Baudelaire has led to the following conclusionsJ 1) that there
are definite similarities between the "Salons" of the two
writers, 2) that these similarities may be traced either directly
or indirectly, by way of Stendhal, from Diderot to Baudelaire.
In addition, this research has focused attention on the structure
and critical methods of the philosopher and the poet. Finally,
this analysis, having revealed the obvious familiarity of
Baudelaire with the "Salons" of Diderot, has disclosed by citing
parallelisms in expression and ideas the seeming negligible but
meaningful Influence of Diderot on the art criticism of
Baudelaire.
Peyre, op. cit.» p. 1^6.
2Bldler and Hazard, loc. cit.
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